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Our Mission
Dry July Foundation’s 
mission is to improve the 
comfort, care and wellbeing 
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A message from  
our Chairman
I’ve been involved as Chair of Dry July Foundation for about 5 years now 
and have been delighted to help it grow from a cool and well-intentioned 
concept to a fast growing, successful and robust organisation that 
supports many thousands of people affected by cancer.  To have reached 
a fundraising milestone of over $10.9 million dollars this year is testament 
that the Foundation and the Dry July campaign is something that we can 
be incredibly proud of.

Dry July Foundation has a small team of hard working staff who led by 
co-founder, Brett Macdonald as CEO and Katie Evans as GM, continue 
to innovate and deliver a highly impactful, engaging campaign raising 
significant revenue at a cost under 20% of funds raised. 

In 2018 we launched an innovative co-funding program which involved a 
number of our major beneficiaries. This was not without risk and required 
a leap of faith as we asked our major beneficiaries to contribute money 
ahead of the campaign to increase our paid media presence. I’m delighted 
to say that the return on our advertising investment was significant and 
every beneficiary who has participated in this way has received multiple 
returns on their investments. 

These beneficiaries include Cancer Council, the Leukaemia Foundation, 
Look Good Feel Better and Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia plus our 
new major beneficiaries in 2019, Redkite and McGrath Foundation.  Funds 
raised this Dry July campaign have been able to support over 51 cancer 
organisations to deliver over 170 projects for people affected by cancer.

I would like to thank our PR and media partners who have supported us 
with their creativity and carefully curated media exposure. I can’t help but 
reflect on the controversy around what seemed an ‘unlikely alignment’, 
giving Dry July a massive free awareness spike. Thank you to BWS who not 
only fundraised through their 1340 retail outlets, but fully activated their 
stores as a medium to promote Dry July. It was a bold move on both our 
parts and we are very grateful for all your efforts.

I want to acknowledge our hard-working Board of Directors for their 
support, expertise and guidance on all the strategic and compliance issues 
we manage. The gift of your time will never be under-appreciated.

To every individual who has contributed to Dry July 2019 and helped bring 
Dry July Foundation to this new milestone, I thank you.

Ian Elliot 
Chairman, Dry July Foundation
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A message from  
our CEO
To say 2019 was an incredible year for Dry July Foundation is an understatement. 
To have our total fundraising tip over $10 million dollars, even after achieving 
a significant amount in 2018, is beyond belief. I’m still a little shocked.

A major part of the success of our Dry July campaign is the commitment, 
engagement and generosity of our participants, workplaces and donors.  
Each and every one of you have played an important part in making our 2019 
result outstanding, helping us to continue to deliver vital funding to cancer 
support organisations.

Our Dry July Foundation team (although small) dream big and have put an 
enormous amount of work into delivering our 2019 campaign.  With over 
44,000 participants contributing to a 41% increase on funds raised last Dry 
July, I am very proud of what we have all been able to achieve.

The numbers speak volumes when you know that Dry July Foundation is able 
to continue to fund so many wonderful organisations dedicated to supporting 
people affected by cancer.  To our major beneficiaries – Cancer Council, the 
Leukaemia Foundation, Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia, Look Good 
Feel Better, McGrath Foundation and Redkite – and to all our campaign 
beneficiaries, I am deeply thankful for your involvement and contribution to 
the Dry July campaign and your support of Dry July Foundation.

Dry July Foundation prides itself on our ability to ensure our campaign funds 
are released swiftly and are making a tangible difference to people during 
their cancer journey.  From wellness programs, information and support 
services, refurbishments, entertainment and comfort items to transport and 
accommodation services, we’ve provided funding to 51 cancer organisations 
across Australia.

This year more than ever, we were able to sharpen the focus on our cause.   
It may have been a bumpy ride at times, but I want to thank our PR and 
media partners for helping us focus on our mission and deliver this 
substantial outcome. 

The continued guidance and advice from our Chairman, Ian Elliot and Dry 
July Foundation board members was also greatly appreciated, as was the 
support of our Dry July Patron, Adam Spencer.

Whilst still basking in the glow of an extraordinary 2019, I, alongside our 
Foundation team, already have a keen eye on how we can increase the impact 
of Dry July Foundation and deliver another successful Dry July in 2020.

Cheers and do join us!

Brett Macdonald 
CEO, Dry July Foundation
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Our Dry July Foundation Board
Ian Elliot 
Chairman  
& Non-Executive Director

Ian is a Communications Specialist, and 
the former Chairman and CEO of George 
Patterson Bates, Australia’s largest adverting 
agency. He retired from that role in 2002 and 
took up a career as a non-executive director. 
Ian is currently a Non-Executive Director on 
the board of McMillan Shakespeare Ltd and 
Chairman of digital performance marketing 
company Impelus Ltd. He is a member of the 
Australian Institute of Company Directors, and 
a graduate of the Harvard Business School 
Advanced Management Program. 

Graeme Dennis 
Non-Executive Director

Graeme is a lawyer with over 20 years’ 
experience. Currently a partner of HWL 
Ebsworth, Graeme has advised the boards 
of some of Australia’s largest companies and 
State Government organisations. He is ranked 
by his peers in the annual publication Best 
Lawyers as one of Australia’s best regulatory 
lawyers. Holding degrees in Law and Arts from 
both Sydney University, Graeme has been 
admitted to practice as solicitor in the Supreme 
Courts of Victoria and New South Wales, the 
High Court of Australia and New Zealand.

Scott Abraham
Non-Executive Director

Scott is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Australia and New Zealand 
with over 22 years of commercial experience. 
Scott is a Director and owner of ABR Virtus 
Chartered Accountants in Canberra. Scott 
holds a B. Bus (Accounting) from Charles Sturt 
University, is a Registered Tax Agent and an 
Authorised Representative of SMSF Advisors 
Network Pty Ltd.

Kenneth McGilvary 
Non-Executive Director  
& Co-Founder

Kenneth has ten years public relations 
consulting experience in ANZ and the UK 
and is well-versed in communicating brand 
strengths to both consumer and specialist 
audiences. With considerable not-for-
profit, corporate and consumer technology 
experience, he has key strengths in executive 
counsel, brand strategy, community 
engagement and problem-solving. Kenneth 
holds an MA (Hons) from St Andrews 
University and the Chartered Institute of 
Marketing’s advanced certificate.

Brett is an experienced creative director with 
more than 15 years in branding and business 
communications. His background in start-
ups, creative agency and the corporate sector 
means his range of skill sets and passion for 
the cause are well suited to Dry July. Brett 
holds a BA (Hons) in Graphic Design and 
Communication and is a Graduate of the 
Australian Institute of Company Directors.

Brett Macdonald
GAICD,  
Executive Director & Co-Founder
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Dry July 2019: A Milestone Year
The team at Dry July Foundation describe hitting the $10 million dollar mark 
as ‘surreal’, ‘monumental’ and definitely ‘unforgettable’.  The realisation of 
what this previously unattained and unimaginable figure would allow the 
Foundation to fund was truly emotional.

Dry July 2019 raised a whopping $10.9 million for people affected by cancer, 
surpassing the previous year by $3.2 million.

This would not have been possible without the guidance of our Board, the 
dedicated efforts of our small but committed Dry July Foundation team, 
the engagement of our major and campaign beneficiaries, the enthusiasm 
of our participants and generous donors and the support of our Dry July 
Foundation partners.

THANK YOU!

Dry July Foundation Impact Report 2019
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Dry July 2019 Impact Summary

$10.9  
51

Project funding by area Wellness & 
complementary therapies

Projects funded by type

6
accommodation 

projects

27
information/support 

service projects

18
projects for  

comfort items

17
refurbishments/

furniture

13
entertainment  
item projects

4
transport to  

treatment services

30
hospital equipment 

projects

56
wellness & complementary 

therapy programs

44,000+ 2,683

Wellness & Complementary Therapy

 Transport

Refurbishments / Furniture

Information / Support Services

Equipment

Entertainment

Comfort Items

Accommodation

56%

3%

9%

4%

5%

2%

21%

1%

Accomodation Information/support services

Comfort items Refurbishment/furniture

Entertainment Transport services

Equipment Wellness/complementary therapies

Australian cancer 
organisations supported

participants teams

million 
raised

Wellness and complementary therapies have become 
areas of greater funding need as the benefits of this 
area of treatment begin to be evidenced.

$1.8 million

Survivorship
& mindfulness

programs

Oncology
massage

Fresh
produce

boxes

Pet
therapy

Access to
exercise

physiotherapy

Gentle
yoga

Art 
therapy
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In 2019, Dry July Foundation welcomed Cancer 
Council as a national beneficiary of the Dry July 
campaign, joining the Leukaemia Foundation, 
Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia and Look 
Good Feel Better. 

We were also proud to include two new major 
beneficiaries, Redkite and McGrath Foundation, 
extending our reach to further support cancer 
patients, their families and carers. 

The contribution, partnership and fundraising 
efforts of our six major beneficiaries were 
pivotal in making Dry July 2019 a record 
breaking campaign.

Our Dry July 2019 
Major Beneficiaries
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Our 2019 Dry July Campaign Beneficiaries

We would like to acknowledge the extraordinary efforts of our Dry July beneficiaries 
in supporting Dry July.  
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Our 2019 Dry July Campaign Beneficiaries
Whilst continuing their important work in providing care, information, treatment, therapy and 
support to people experiencing cancer, we greatly appreciate your team spirit and engagement 
in Dry July 2019.

Liverpool Hospital

Nepean Cancer Centre CoastCanCare

Moruya Hospital The Alfred, Melbourne

Andrew Love Cancer Centre Barwon Health

St Vincent’s Hospital, Melbourne Royal North Shore Hospital
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Receiving the bag gave me an instant 
feeling of being supported and that I 
wasn’t alone. It was filled with helpful 
information not just for me but my 
family as well. It was also full of hospital 
essentials which was useful now that 
I was spending a lot of time there. It 
still serves me today as my trusty gym 
bag and is a positive reminder of all the 
challenges I have overcome.

Life changed overnight for Ben who 
immediately underwent brain surgery. The 
neurosurgeons removed 95 percent of his 
tumour, but Ben had 33 sessions of radiation in 
7 weeks, followed by 6 months of life-sapping 
chemotherapy, to remove the rest.

“The chemotherapy took the life out me, but 
I tried to stay as positive as possible. It made 
me realise all the small things I had taken for 
granted like going for walks to the park.”

Ben’s Story, Redkite
When Ben was 23 years old, doctors discovered he had a malignant brain tumour: 
astrocytoma glioma. “I was bluntly told: ‘You have cancer’.”  

After his diagnosis, Ben was given a red duffle 
bag from Redkite. It was a Diagnosis Support 
Pack, which is co-funded by Dry July 
Foundation and contains information and 
practical essentials to help during treatment 
like a reusable coffee cup, toiletries, socks and 
ear plugs. 

Our Impact
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For Ben, Redkite was on hand to help him 
maintain his independence during treatment. “It 
was helpful to speak with people at Redkite who 
understood what I was going through. I really 
couldn’t imagine going through the challenging 
times I endured without the warming support 
from the Redkite social workers. They took so 
much pressure off the whole process, they even 
assisted with organising my appointments. They 
gave me a real sense of comfort when it seemed 
like nothing else in that environment could.”

Ben is now in remission and cancer gave him 
a newfound ambition. “About 13 years ago, I 
started a carpentry apprenticeship, but I didn’t 
have a very supportive boss and I didn’t persist 
with it,” Ben said. “But after cancer it made me 
realise that sometimes you have to step outside 
your comfort zone, and grab life.”  After some 
encouragement from his partner Emma, Ben 
applied for a mature age apprenticeship and 
within a week of moving back to Brisbane he 
landed a job. As well as successfully completing 
his apprenticeship he was awarded the 2017 HIA 
Brisbane and Queensland apprentice of the year. 

 

Ben’s Story (cont.)

Dry July Foundation helps Redkite  
provide essential support for young 
people living with cancer

... after cancer it made me realise 
that sometimes you have to step 
outside your comfort zone, and 
grab life.
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Selena’s Story, McGrath Foundation
Selena’s diagnosis 
Breast health has always been important to 
Selena Elphinestone because her mum was 
diagnosed with breast cancer when she was 
just 39. 
She was vigilant in conducting regular self-checks 
and planned to start getting regular mammograms 
when she turned 45.  

At 42, Selena felt a lump in her breast and booked 
in for a mammogram. Living in Burnie, Tasmania, 
the BreastScreen bus was due to arrive in town in a 
few weeks. Fortunately, the lump was benign, but 
the mammogram picked up some other lumps she 
couldn’t feel. 

Further testing revealed these lumps were cancerous. 
Early stage, but cancerous. 

Because of Selena’s family history, she didn’t want 
to take any chances and decided to have a double 
mastectomy and reconstruction, as well as genetic 
testing. The testing came back negative, a huge relief 
for Selena and her family.

Breast Cancer Experience and the 
support of a McGrath Breast Care Nurse 
As a single mum of three, Selena’s children were her 
main concern. Tracey Beattie, a McGrath Breast Care 
Nurse who supported Selena right from diagnosis 
was described by Selena as “incredible in helping me 
manage with the kids as I wanted to ensure there was a 
little disruption to their lives as possible”.

When Selena was scheduled for two surgeries, one 
of her pre-surgery appointments clashed with her 
daughter’s end of school year assembly and Leaver’s 
Dinner. Demonstrating the care and support of a 
McGrath Breast Care Nurse, and understanding how 
important it was for Selena to be there, Tracey  
re-arranged Selena’s appointment so she could attend. 

Our Impact
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Life Moving Forward for Selena
Selena was determined for something good to come out of her experience.  She now talks about the 
emotional and financial impacts of breast cancer wherever she can, giving her first presentation at 
the local football club just five weeks after her surgery.  She is also undeniably a huge advocate of the 
invaluable support of a McGrath Breast Care nurse.

Dry July Foundation helps McGrath 
Foundation fund their McGrath Breast 
Care Nurses, who provide invaluable 
care, support and peace of mind 
through expert knowledge, personal 
care and genuine compassion.

“At the time of my diagnosis, I worked full-time as a real estate agent, but I wasn’t able to continue 
working through my treatment. Tracey put me in touch with some support services and my sister flew 
into Burnie to help with the kids while I was in hospital.”

“I don’t know how I would have got through this without Tracey. I didn’t really talk about my breast 
cancer with my friends while I was being treated. Tracey was there for that“

Selena’s Story (cont.)

As well as the practical 
support, Tracey was also really 
helpful with the emotional 
side of things. My breast 
cancer diagnosis was so 
overwhelming, and Tracey 
really helped me cope.
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Karen’s Story, Cancer Council

Our Impact

This confidential service, which receives funding 
from Dry July Foundation, is available to those 
affected by or concerned about cancer, working 
to connect Australians with relevant support, 
information and resources.  

Karen talks about her experience working on the 
13 11 20 service.  “Cancer Council is a lovely place 
to work. It fills gaps that are not always able to be 
provided for in the health system - you’re directly 
helping people with cancer, as well as their carers. 
When people call the 13 11 20 information and 
support line, they often ask questions that they 
may not ask their health professionals face to 
face. We may directly be able to answer their 
questions or direct them to the right place to get 

With over 20 years’ experience in cancer nursing, from paediatrics to care 
coordination, senior nursing roles and cancer genetics, Karen is a consultant for the 
Cancer Council’s 13 11 20 information and support service.  

Every day, we find that we’ve been 
able to help people. Sometimes it’s just 
helping them know where to go and 
getting the words around the help that 
they need; speaking to their health 
professionals or accessing care, or just 
understanding more about cancer.

their answers. I find people are quite frank with 
us over the phone. Their anonymity allows them 
to be open with us.”  

“It’s rewarding to be able to give people the 
answers they are searching for when they call 13 
11 20. It might not be directly – we’re a generalist 
service, so for example, we couldn’t interpret 
a pathology report, but if we can’t answer a 
question, we can direct them to the right place. 
We can really offer a broad perspective to people.  
Cancer Council provides so many services already 
and we also talk to people about many other 
wonderful organisations and what is available 
within the health service. We have an incredibly 
broad access to support and help for people.”
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“It’s also incredibly helpful for carers to be able 
to speak to somebody – often they will attend 
appointments with their loved one, but they 
don’t feel like they understand as much as they 
would like. This can be the same for a distant 
family member who wants to understand more. 
Sometimes, people can’t pronounce the name of 
the cancer.”

Dry July Foundation helps to fund 
Cancer Council’s 13 11 20 information 
and support service.  The line is 
available to all Australians and helps 
connect people affected by cancer 
with services, support and information 
to assist in their cancer journey.

Karen’s Story (cont.)

Karen sums up her experience working for Cancer 
Council’s 13 11 20 line by saying, “My colleagues 
really care about people with cancer and the 
overall passion of the organisation (Cancer 
Council) means you really do feel like you’re 
making a difference.” 



1 Thirsty Bar Flys $58,793

2 Christina’s  
Cancer Warriors $44,330

3 Bay Boys $41,593

4 Nepean Cancer Carers $37,128

5 The Davis Family $23,006

6 The Alfred  
Dry July Team $20,566

7 Team Redkite $20,313

8 The Blind Side $18,246

9 Concord Hospital  
Cancer Centre $16,925

10 Cancer Council WA Get 
Rich or Dry Tryin’ $16,602

1 Brett Cook $51,510 

2 Josh Langdon $35,535 

3 Steve Williams $22,960 

4 Mark Joscelyne $20,846 

5 Adam Kingston $13,540 

6 Ari Koutsougeras $13,437 

7 Deme Karikios $13,133 

8 Neil Dyson $11,650 

9 Emma Milner $11,422 

10 Brett Davis $10,732 

Our Top Fundraisers in 2019
Every year we are warmed, humbled and appreciative of 
the fundraising efforts of our Dry July participants, social 
and workplace teams and beneficiary organisations. 

From our courageous individual fundraisers, motivated 
social teams to our dedicated campaign beneficiaries, you 
all shine a light for people affected by cancer.

Our Top Individuals Our Top Teams
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Our Top Workplace Teams

Thank you to our Donors
We also acknowledge the incredible support of our many donors, 

large and small.  Every dollar makes a difference.

The involvement and fundraising efforts of all our 
workplace teams moved to a new level in Dry July 2019.  
Big and small, metro and regional, every workplace 
involved in our 2019 campaign has made an impact of the 
lives of people affected by cancer.

1 BWS $131,128

2 NAB B&PB Sydney Central Region $19,832

3 Vale Tudo Training $16,024

4 IAG $13,401

5 Salmat $12,280

6 Rio Tinto Projects ICARE $11,317

7 RAC $11,158

8 Doogood Surface Coatings Pty Ltd $11,146

9 Downer Seymour White Joint Venture $11,090

10 Worley $10,661
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Our Dry July 2019 Participants

More than 44,000 Australians signed up for 
Dry July in 2019, contributing to our record-breaking 

campaign in raising over $10.9 million.

Sense of achievement
(42%)

Feeling healthier 
(21%)

Every year we 
survey our Dry 
July participants 
to understand 
more about their 
experience. 
We asked…

What was the most rewarding aspect of 
abstaining from alcohol?

*Source: Dry July 2019 Participant Survey n= 5,049

We love the support and engagement 
generated by our Dry July community

This is the first time I have 
participated in Dry July and I was 
blown away with the support. The 
support from Dry July, my friends 
and colleagues was unbelievable 
and I am extremely grateful to 
everyone who helped me.

Keep up the great work legends 
� helping fight cancer through 
fundraising and also getting 
healthy by having a break from 
drinking at the same time � �  
can’t get better than that 😎

Many of my family members are 
or have been affected by cancer 
and to know I contributed to 
something great is a fantastic 
achievement for me ♥
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Our Dry July 2019 Workplace Teams
Dry July continues to be a favoured workplace engagement activity for businesses of all sizes.  In 
addition to providing staff members with the opportunity to connect with a cause close to their 
hearts, the health and wellness benefits of a month without alcohol remain attractive to both 
employees and business leaders.

Here’s what our Workplace Team Leaders said 
about their involvement in Dry July 2019...

Bunnings Warehouse was also a major contributor to fundraising, rallying 
their team members to sign up for Dry July in 2019.  We saw 171 store 
teams across Australia to raise over $117k.

Dry July saw BWS assemble our largest 2019 workplace team with 192 
BWS employees nationally raising over $131,000 for people affected 
by cancer.  The involvement of BWS, whilst whipping up a little bit of 
controversy early in the campaign, allowed Dry July Foundation to 
elevate our cause message of raising funds for people affected by cancer. 
With donations being collected at the register in every BWS store across 
the country, BWS was a key part of the success of the 2019 campaign.

We did see improvement in the 
health of some of the team which 
has continued into August, which 
is great!

- Advertising, Arts & Media Industry

Dry July meant that we worked as a 
team even more than usual, joining 
forces for something so positive for 
our community.

- Retail Industry

It sent a great health message to 
our wider workplace, fostering 
comradery amongst our team, 
resulting from a sense of belonging 
to something bigger.

- Manufacturing, Production and Trade

Participating brought together a 
variety of departments to have 
something in common, allowing us 
to work together on a different level 
and achieve something outstanding.

- Local Government

(The best part of Dry July) ... Sharing 
memories of our employee that 
passed away due to cancer.

- Banking, Insurance and Financial 
Service Industry

Encouraging others to get involved, 
taking part in something outside of 
your comfort zone. Raising money for 
a fantastic cause and feeling great.

- Real Estate Industry
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Our Thank You Event
Following the outstanding success of Dry July 2019, Dry July 
Foundation hosted a Thank You Event in Sydney in November 
as a special acknowledgement to those who contributed to 
the campaign. Attendees included our campaign beneficiaries, 
top fundraisers, corporate teams, board members and Dry 
July Foundation partners and was hosted by our ambassador, 
Adam Spencer.

Dry July Foundation CEO Brett Macdonald, 
and Patron, Adam Spencer Dry July Foundation and Cancer Council team members Rachel Mason from Bendigo Health, 

 and Lyndal from Dry July Foundation

A key component of the event was to showcase the incredible 
and diverse work of cancer organisations. With the support of 
The Funding Network (TFN), the evening included an adaption 
of TFN’s ‘pitch and pledge’ live crowdfunding experience to 
provide an immersive granting experience for three new Dry July 
Foundation projects. 

The format provided an engaging way for Dry July stakeholders, 
fundraisers and corporate partners to participate in the 
allocation of funds and importantly understand Dry July 
Foundation at a deeper level.

A big thank you to 
 The Funding Network 

for supporting the event.
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A total of  
$147,000  
of Dry July Foundation grant 
funding was allocated across 

the three organisations at 
our Thank You Event. 

The following organisations presented at the event and received 
funding through Dry July Foundation’s annual grant program:

Our Thank You Event (cont.)
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Statement of financial position
As at 31 December 2019

2019  2018
$ $

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents 4,859,040 3,387,607

Trade and other receivables 196,656 188,572

Other assets - 38,885

Total Current Assets 5,055,696 3,615,064

Non-current Assets
Trade and other receivables - 223,836

Plant and equipment 85,320 114,856

Total Non-current Assets 85,320 338,692

TOTAL ASSETS 5,141,016 3,953,756

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables 2,076,820 1,098,751

Total Current Liabilities 2,076,820 1,098,751

Non-current Liabilities
Trade and other payables - 100,000

Total Non-current Liabilities - 100,000
TOTAL LIABILITIES 2,076,820 1,198,751

NET ASSETS 3,064,196 2,755,005

EQUITY
Retained earnings 3,064,196 2,755,005

TOTAL EQUITY 3,064,196 2,755,005

Please visit the Australian Charities and Not-For-Profits Commission website for the complete financial statements.

Dry July Foundation 2019 Financials

https://www.acnc.gov.au/
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Profit & loss and other comprehensive income
For the year ended 31 December 2019

2019 2018
$ $

Revenue 10,775,833 7,619,782

Other income 1,324,780 665,794

Marketing expenses (1,969,148) (978,992)

Administrative expenses (1,123,238) (624,134)

Grants and donations to Charitable Beneficiaries (8,606,269) (6,096,001)

Depreciation (29,536) (16,974)

Employee expenses - (275)

Other expenses (273) (1,474)

Finance and merchant costs (62,958) (52,210)

Surplus before income tax 309,191 515,516

Income tax expense - Nil

Surplus/(deficit) after income tax expense 309,191 515,516

Other comprehensive income Nil Nil

Total Comprehensive Income 309,191 515,516

 * In-kind advertising of $4,502,244 (2018 $3,298,640) has been deducted from the Other Revenue and Marketing 
expense lines in the published Profit and Loss statement.

**  The complete financial statements have been lodged and are available for viewing from the Australian Charities and 
Not for Profit Commission website.

Dry July Foundation 2019 Financials



Thank you.
If you would like to know more about Dry July Foundation, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

+61 2 9247 6691 twitter.com/dryjuly facebook.com/dryjulyteam@dryjuly.com

www.dryjuly.com
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